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We have always wanted to build a sport truck, and with the popularity of these trucks coming
back, now was the perfect time. At the moment, these trucks are relatively cheap to pick up, and
can be found with full power, AC, tilt, etc. For the base of our project, we started with a C truck
that we purchased locally. Our intention was to see how inexpensive we can do the swap, and
kept record of most costs. By using as many parts from the donor Yukon, we were able to keep
cost down and give it a more factory look. Almost as if the truck came with a LS. At the end of
this article, we will breakdown the cost we incurred, which covers most items, and maybe just
missing a few misc. The engine is a 5. The first tasks were to clean up the engine, and do some
preventative maintenance to it, knowing it has over K miles. Plus, it is easier to work on them
out of the truck and do these things now, rather than later. We stripped the complete harness
off the engine. Thermostat: Motorad Knowing we will have AC in the truck and re-use most all
that is there, we needed a bracket for the compressor. All other accessories were used from the
Yukon. We turned to Dirty Dingo for the AC bracket, which mounts it up on the passenger side,
same area as the factory compressor. We could have used the R4 compressor that originally
came with the truck, but decided to replace it with a new Sanden No need for new hoses or
anything, which kept costs down and made the process that much easier. To adapt to the
factory vacuum booster on the truck, we needed to get a vacuum port fitting to go into the back
of the manifold. Some LS engine will have this blocked off, like ours did. This barbed fitting is a
AC Delco part, Now that we got the engine all prepped for install, it was time to work on the
harness. This was our first attempt as modifying a harness, which went smoother than I
thought. Just have to have patience and keep very organized. It will even tell you where to get
the fuse block and relay connectors. We once again used Dirty Dingo for the mounts to set the
LS in the truck. These mounts make it so much easier to install, since they have adjust for both
front-to-back and side-to-side. Being we used the factory exhaust manifolds from the Yukon, we
had to shift the engine ever so slightly to the drivers side, and also move it back some. Once
dropped in, it looked right at home in the engine bay. We modified the factory intake to clear the
new compressor bracket, and added a aftermarket file to the end. Even the factory clutch fan
worked in the shroud, and cools the truck great. Now it was time to address the fuel pump. We
replaced the in tank pump with a AC Delco unit that could provide the pressure needed for the
LS engine. This pump adapted right to the factory drop-in assembly. Keep in mind, because the
previous system was low pressure, you will need to change all soft hose on the fuel lines, since
it cant handle the higher pressures of the new pump. Using XRP fittings and hose, we plumbed
in a Corvette fuel filter and regulator combination to make things easy. This was installed in the
same place as the factory filter. The upper radiator hose and PS lines from the Yukon were able
to be used as well. They hose worked great, and used a steam port hose adapter, to plumb the
steam port hose into the cooling system. The upper radiator hose was a great fit into the factory
radiator. After a few hundred miles, we found leaks and proved very difficult to seal the system.
This is not something we wanted to take a chance on, so opted to upgrade to all AN fittings
from XRP. Hope this helps the next guy doing an LS swap in his truck, and provide a general
walk through of what we did. Cost Breakdown: 5. Several years ago I had to replace the fuel
pump - truck had about , miles. Within the last 4 - 5 months I have replaced the fuel pump twice
and just today about two months since the last replacement , the fuel pump has failed again.
That has been the pattern now for the last several months. I have had the work done by one of
the reputable car repair shops in town - they have also done work on my Impala with no issues
with the repair. There must be something else going on besides just the fuel pump going bad.
What would cause so many fuel pump failures. I had repeated failures with GM fuel pumps also,
to the point where if I had them start again I would trade cars. But you have to replace the wire
harness too and also the relay at the same time. Wires also get old and I replaced the wiring all
the way from the pump to the computer. Keeping a half tank of gas all the time also helps
longevity. If there was a super duty after-market pump available I would have sure used that
instead. Just a couple of questions for wcsmith : Have you been replacing the canister fuel filter
not referring to the sock on the pump itself? A partially clogged filter can cause tremendous
back pressure at the fuel pump which can cause early pump failure. Have you been using
original equipment pumps AC Delco? A word on GM fuel pump failures: My last 8 cars have
been GM pump in tank cars and only one has had one fail and that was at , miles. I guess every
ones experience is different. GM trucks of that era are notorious for failed pumps. The best you
can get is an original Delco pump exactly like the one that failed. The most likely problem is that
the tank is not being cleaned out when the pump is replaced. Have seen this countless times
with repeated pump failure. The fuel filter is being replace along with the fuel pump. Which fuel
filter is being replaced? The one that attaches to the fuel pump or the external inline filter or
both? Also, the external filter is a much finer so any sand which is getting through the internal
filter sock could clog the external filter. Never thought of sand but my tank had been replaced.

At any rate, the sock filter in the tank is not likely to be able to filter out fine grains of sand but
the in line filter needs to be replaced just for warranty purposes. I never had problems with the
original pumps on GM cars, but just the replacements. I always got well over , , K with the
original pumps but once replaced became a problem. The pickup screen does not filter that fine
of particulates and the filter is after the pump. SOP here at my shop is to wash out and dry tank
when replacing pump. Helps keep the comebacks down. Has the possibility that the pumps are
not actually bad been considered? There should be a pump test plug on that truck somewhere.
If the pump is good it will run when this is done and will tell you the problem is in the pump
controls. The jumper should not be left in place as it is only a test method. Fuel pump operating
voltage too low due to higher than normal resistance somewhere in the circuit. Verify the
voltage at the pump input is correct. Restricted flow somewhere between pump input and
injection rail. I always used Delco pumps but the guys had two in a row right out of the box that
were bad. Drop the tank, or lift off the bed? Trying the opposite pump removal method may
open up some different views in wiring that may be causing an issue. Well these are all great
suggestions and I will have the repair shop take them in consideration, however as of now,
school is still out as to what is causing multiple pump failures. But K is not bad. They usually go
at 75K. My guesses, in order of likelihood Fuel pump operating voltage too low due to higher
than normal resistance somewhere in the circuit. Faulty pumps being installed. Spring for an
oem unit from the dealer next time. Thanks everyoneâ€¦. Chevrolet fuel pump failures are a
common and growing problem. If you have a fuel pump harness connector that looks like the
flat one on the right or the square one at the bottom, then consider replacing it when replacing
the pump. More details about this are below, but you might want to download your Chevy
manual to help. The defective Chevy fuel pumps can cause a stalling condition or a no start
situation that can leave you stranded. It started on Chevrolet truck models from to model years,
but has expanded to other models as the connector and pump assemblies are not aging well. In
fact, I have a financially strapped friend with an 04 Silverado that now caries a heavy rubber
mallet in the truck. You can go on many automotive forums and see people discussing this
issue. Replacement of the fuel pump is not a quick or easy job. This is because the pump is
tank mounted and the fuel pump is replaced as a unit. The less gas in the tank the easier it is to
deal with. The replacement parts for the job are also not inexpensive. To make matters worse,
what I have seen are repeat failures of the replacement unit. The original Chevy pump motor has
a life expectancy of about years. Running the vehicle out of fuel, which will actually run the
pump in a dry state can shorten the expected life span. Gasoline is a petroleum product and
lubricates the inside of the fuel pump, impeller and other moving parts. In addition, debris and
sediment collects in the bottom of the tank and that stuff can damage the delicate internal
workings as well. Nevertheless, the more you run the vehicle low on fuel or out of fuel the more
damage will occur internally and the quicker the pump will fail. When you buy the replacement
parts from Delco, which is what I do for my customers and also recommend to driveway
mechanics, they will sell you a complete tank module. This factory replacement unit also
includes the fuel level gauge sender, hanger assembly and tank filter sometimes called the
sock. Some aftermarket replacement pumps just include the motor. This means you replace the
motor and transfer the used fuel pump sock, fuel sending unit, and hanger assembly. This
process leaves more room for error and is also a large cause of repeat failures. I have
experienced repeat failures even when using the most expensive replacement Delco parts. I
found a factory service bulletin that sheds some light on why it happens and what you can do to
solve the problem. I made a short video that reviews the technical bulletin and outlines a few
steps you can take to reduce repeat failures. The technical service bulletin that explains the
cause of the repeat failure of the Chevy fuel pump replacement unit covers all years from to and
includes all of the pickup trucks. The Chevrolet service bulletin states that the cause of the
repeat failures is due to worn or damaged electrical connectors at the fuel pump assembly.
When you get the Delco replacement parts it comes with a new connector on the fuel pump
side. The problem is the connector on the vehicle side of the harness. In the online Chevrolet
repair manual I use, a Tech Tip states, the connector should be replaced with the fuel pump
assembly. Since I first wrote this article the problem has expanded to the point a repair kit is
now available. The Fuel pump harness connector pigtail repair kit comes with heat shrink
connectors to protect the repair area. This is fifteen dollars well spent. Failure to replace the
electrical connector on the harness side can cause voltage spikes across the new fuel pump.
Over time this can damage the part. Replacement of the harness connector is a fairly simple
operation and the parts are readily available from your GM dealer parts department. Take a few
extra minutes and replace the connector. Give this fuel pump repair page a bookmark or share
with a friend. Then visit the fix cars blog for more auto repair information. Get access to the
specific repair procedures for your vehicle. Find wiring diagrams and tech tips along with parts

and labor estimates. The video section of this auto repair website has received a lot of positive
feedback. In fact it has more visitors than any other page. Watch a few of my online car repair
videos. This Chevrolet problems story is just one of my automotive news articles that you might
find helpful. You can look for more in the auto repair news section. You can also find out more
about the mechanics that built it and why they think that many people can fix their own vehicles
with some quality auto repair advice. Skip to content. GM flat fuel pump connector Chevrolet
fuel pump failures are a common and growing problem. Filter your results by entering your
Year, Make, Model to ensure you find the parts that fit your vehicle. The fuel pump removes fuel
from the tank and pressurizes it for use in the fuel delivery system. On older vehicles, a
mechanical fuel pump driven by the camshaft was used. On most modern vehicles, an
electronic pump located in the tank pumps the fuel directly from the tank through the rest of the
system. It is activated as soon as you turn the key to create fuel pressure for startup. If you try
to start your car and it won't fire, listen near your fuel tank when you turn the key on. If your fuel
pump is no longer turning on or is failing, you may hear a whining noise or no noise at all from
the fuel tank. If it is still working intermittently, you may also notice misfires or a rough running
engine that may stall. Skip to content. Filter By. Electric Or Mechanical Electric Mechanical Flow
Rate GPH 10 gph 5 gph 3 gph 3 11 gph 4 12 gph 26 gph 3 13 gph 5 14 gph 14 15 gph 38 16 gph
20 17 gph 19 18 gph 47 19 gph 16 20 gph Voltage V 12 Volt Outlet Diameter in 0. Outlet Diameter
mm 10mm 12mm 1 13mm 3 16mm 1 8mm 9mm 1 M Inlet Diameter mm 10mm 12 14mm 1 15mm 1
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fuel pumps deliver the right amount of fuel for all loads and speeds. Built to last and engineered
for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel pumps are ready to restore smooth performance and
superior efficiency to your en Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the defining
characteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is
thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge Made in some of the industry's most
sophisticated facilities and backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps
are guaranteed to deliver outstanding pump ability and generate excellent pressure using less
elec We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign
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